
Instruction of Assembly

1, open the box and take 
out all the components

5，take off the screw from the bottom 
plate as shown

7, connect the all the wires to the 
collector, pay attention to the direction 

of each port，Install the plug on the 
hub to the motor connection

10, install the cross with the screws to the 
ceiling

11, connect the wires of the light to 
home cable, then install the light to the 
cross by twisting the screws to join them 

together

6, assemble the bottom plate to the light, 
find twist three bolts from the other side to 

secure the plate

9, assemble the blade the light and 
fasten with the plastic cap, twist the

cap in anticlockwise direction

4,assemble the motor to the plate as 
shown, find the three holes to hold the 
motor and fasten with the small nuts 

2, assemble the tubes to the petals, 
each petal has two tubes, the wire of 

the petal goes through one of the tube

3, assemble each petal with tubes to
the plate as shown, the wire goes 

through the inner holes of the plate

5 petals ceiling fan light

8，Install motor plug to power driven VH port
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2, instruction of APP control

1, instruction of remote control

Step 1,
scan the QR Code, 
download the app 
and install in phone

Step 2, 
turn on the light and search 
the light in the app, pair them

turn on the light and press this button immediately,
 the pairing will be done.1-6 are the buttons to control 

the power of the fan

timing setting
reverse the fan’s rotating direction

changing the color temperature

reduce the brightness

increase the brightness

lamp  on/off

fan on/off

turn on the light and press this button 
immediately,the pairing will be done.

1-6 are the buttons to control 
the power of the fan

Power switch
lamp  on/off fan on/off

changing the color temperature

Night lamp


